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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Flips Dial A Seafood & Pizza from FIRLE. Currently, there are
14 courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Flips Dial A Seafood & Pizza:
We regularly get a family pizza (barbeque Hawaiin chicken is my favourite). There is a great amount of topping

and sauce on the pizzas and they are very well priced. The burgers/steak sanwhiches with the lot are also
delicious, filling and great value. They do great chips, I ask for extra crispy with chicken salt but you don't need
to. They are much better quality and bigger better value meals than hungry jacks. I do... read more. What User

doesn't like about Flips Dial A Seafood & Pizza:
Just moved into the area and the neighbour recommended the place. It was busy and as the people knew all the

customers names as they come in they have the regulars but really I wasn't overly impressed. Wait half hour
which is fine for a busy Friday night, but I ordered a Nids favourite and it only had about 4 pieces of salami on it.
Not sure there was even chilli. Would go there again if I had too but will shop aroun... read more. The Flips Dial A
Seafood & Pizza originating from FIRLE provides various delicious seafood courses, Don't miss the chance to
have the tasty pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an original way. As a rule, most menus are prepared
in the shortest time for you and served, and you can look forward to traditional Italian cuisine with classics like

pizza and pasta.
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Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Appetiser�
ANCHOVIES

Sauce�
SAUCE

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

LASAGNA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

PIZZA

STEAK

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
OLIVES

SALAMI

CHICKEN

ACEITUNAS

SEAFOOD
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